Richmond Raceway Trotting Booth Public Art
“One Last Race Unveiling Sweep”
Moving up behind the mobile for the Greats of Richmond Raceway Pace
They’re almost set... forming a good line... ready... racing!
Oh and Mount Eden has galloped! He’s gone off stride and he’s gone back to last. He finally gets down and
pacing but he’s 30m off the second last horse.
Bay Patch came out quickly along with Sylvia Mint and Westgrove Boy not far away but Bay Patch is going to
take it up.
Village Kid is just in behind and Pure Steel is making an early move to go and sit outside the leader.
San Simeon restrained to midfield from the tricky gate.
Speedy Cheval sneaking runs up the inside.
Dainty’s Daughter and Royal Force given time to find their feet and Mount Eden is still a remote last but
beginning to recapture his grasp on the group.
So Bay Patch continues to lead this field of legends who have completed almost a lap now.
Pure Steel a persistent challenger on the outside and keeps him right up to the work.
Sylvia Mint and Westgrove Boy waiting in the wings and Village Kid comes next.
San Simeon thinking about a move but the pace is genuine.
Speedy Cheval, Dainty’s Daughter the next pair.
Royal Force now joined by Mount Eden who’s caught the field.
They come around the home turn and get the bell.
Pure Steel now nosing ahead and has Bay Patch at it a long way from home.
Sylvia Mint held up by the tiring Bay Patch.
Village Kid muscles Westgrove Boy out of the way.
San Simeon commits with a run out four wide.
Speedy Cheval getting dragged out of it.
Royal Force pulls out 5 wide down the back straight and The Black Flash is letting go with an electrifying
burst.
Dainty’s Daughter and Mount Eden try to cover the move.
Up toward the home turn, Pure Steel forging on.
San Simeon and Village Kid head the pursuit. Royal Force’s burst was short-lived. Dainty’s Daughter and
Mount Eden from a mile back.
In the straight, San Simeon heads a dogged Pure Steel, then Mount Eden almost in the car park still coming.
San Simeon just in front, Pure Steel kicking back, Mount Eden flashing - can he still win?
San Simeon, Pure Steel, Mount Eden - a line of three - they’re going to hit as one!
They draw to it... Pure Steel! Pure Steel has fought his way off the ropes and as tough as nails has beaten
Mount Eden and San Simeon.
Dainty’s Daughter, Village Kid, Royal Force not beaten far.
Sylvia Mint, Bay Patch came next, then Westgrove Boy and Speedy Cheval in one of the great races and the
great finishes of all time.

Prepared and called by Hayden King

